
Anth 203.1: Introduction to Cultural Anthropology, Spring 2011 

Assignment: Concept paper 
 
Purposes: To practice treating an ethnography as source material. To exercise one idea 
or concept from the early portion of the course. To practice writing clearly, specifically, 
and convincingly about an anthropological idea, using evidence from an ethnography to 
support your claim. To get a sense of how I handle assignments and grading in a low-
pressure setting, since only a modest number of points are involved. 
 

What you do: Find your name on the list at the end of this assignment information, and 
note which concept is assigned to you. 
 

Find a passage in Guests of the Sheik to which your concept is relevant. That is, find a 
portion of the book which is an example of the concept, or which the concept could help 
to interpret. The concept need not be mentioned specifically by name in the passage. The 
passage may be in the chapters already assigned, or further into the book.  
 

Do NOT pick the examples I mentioned in class and in the notes: BJ’s ethnocentric 
response to the abaya (pp. 5-7), or her exaggerated response to the birds in the roof (pp. 
10 and 13) and her focus on familiar foods (p. 22) as symptoms of culture shock. 
 

Write a brief essay one page long (double-spaced) in which you: 
 

1. Identify and explain the concept assigned to you, in your own words. You will have to 
use the term or concept itself, of course, but the explanation should be original. Do not 
just copy phrases from the notes, a reading, or some other source. 

 

2. Identify the passage in the book that illustrates the concept, or to which the concept is 
relevant. Give the page number(s) of the passage, and briefly describe the scene, event, 
observation, etc. in your own words. Again, do not just copy text from the book; 
instead, describe the passage. 

 

Example: “The concept of time travel is illustrated by the scene on page 973 in 
which BJ steps through the doorway and finds herself in the twelfth century.” 

 

3. Explain why or how the concept is relevant. Convince me that your choice of this 
passage is reasonable, by showing how the passage illustrates the concept, how the 
concept might apply to it, or how the concept could help us interpret the passage. 

 

Example: “This scene is an example of time travel because BJ was transported to 
another time, which is what the concept means. The concept helps the reader to 
understand what happens next by reminding us that it occurs in a different time with 
a different technology, which is why she cannot turn on a light in the dark room…” 
 

Use your own words: Do not quote Guests of the Sheik, class notes, or other sources. 
 

Grading:  This brief paper is worth up to 100 points, of the 1000 possible in the course. 
The grading rubric is attached, to give you an idea of what I will be looking for. 
 

Submitting the paper: Submit the paper by email to bruce.owen@sonoma.edu, as an 
attachment. To be on time, the file must be sent no later than the date and time indicated 
on the class web page. Please be sure that the file is attached. Sending an email without a 
file attached is not sufficient. Note that the deadline is on a Sunday, not a class day. 
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I will reply to your email as soon as possible after receiving your file. If you have not 
heard from me within 36 hours, assume that I did not get the file and try again. 
 

Since technical problems can occur, do not wait until the last minute to send the file. 
 

As a backup, you may turn in a paper copy at a class before the deadline to show that it 
was ready before the due date, or at the class session following the deadline to prove that 
it was ready shortly after the due date. If I did not get the matching file by the deadline, I 
will use the paper copy to determine whether it was on time or slightly late. I will still not 
grade the paper until I receive the file by email. The paper copy serves only as a 
placeholder until I get the computer file. 
 

Being able to email files as attachments is a useful skill. 
 

Late assignments: I will accept an assignment as slightly late, with a 5% grading 
penalty, if I get a paper copy or computer file at the class meeting following the due date. 
Otherwise, I will accept an assignment as up to one week after the due date with a 10% 
grading penalty. I will not grade any assignment, on time or late, until I have received it 
as a computer file attached to an email message. The file must match the paper version. 
 

File format:  Save the paper in Microsoft Word 97-2003 “.doc” format, not the newer and 
less widely accepted “.docx” format, nor formats of other word processors. 
 

Virtually all word processors can open and save files in the “.doc” format. If you use 
Word 2007 or 2010, use “Save As” and select “Word 97-2003 document”. Older versions 
of Word save in “.doc” format automatically. Other word processers have different 
procedures, usually involving a “Save As” menu item. 
 

Knowing how to create files in this virtually universal format is another useful skill. 
 

File name: Name the file in this format: 
 

a203-11s-1-Concept-LastnameFirstname.doc 
 

Replace “LastnameFirstname” with your name, last name first, capitalizing the first letter 
of each name. The first part identifies the course, semester, and section. 
 

Drafts: You are welcome to discuss your assignment with me or give me a draft to 
review before the assignment is due. My comments and suggestions may help you write a 
better paper and get a better grade. Please send your draft soon enough that there is time 
for me to respond and you to revise. Please name the file as above, but add “-draft”, like 
 

a203-11s-1-Concept-LastnameFirstname-draft.doc 
 

Grading:  The rubric (below) shows the specific areas for which I will assign points. 
Address each portion of the rubric in your paper. 
 

I look for clear, specific writing in which you give logical reasons and specific evidence 
to support your claims. Whatever you say, convince me that you are right. 
 

If you want to mention a possibility or hypothesis that you think is reasonable but cannot 
prove is correct, that is OK – just show why it is a reasonable possibility. You might even 
explain why you cannot be sure, what the alternatives might be, and so on. 
 

I also look for creativity and insight. Clear and obvious observations are fine, if they are 
well supported, but if you can add less obvious ones, that is even better. 
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Concept paper – Grading rubric 
 

Points Possible Item 

 20 
Identifies and explains the assigned concept, in the student’s own words. 
 
 

 10 

Identifies the passage in the book that illustrates the concept, or to which the 
concept is relevant, by giving the page number(s) of the passage. 
 
 

 20 

Describes the passage in the book that illustrates the concept, or to which the 
concept is relevant, in the student’s own words. 
 
 

 30 

Explains why or how the concept is relevant to the passage. Clearly shows 
how the passage illustrates the concept, how the concept might apply to it, 
or how the concept could help us interpret the passage. 
 
 

 20 

Complies with instructions about submitting by email, file name and format, 
not using quotations or copied text, approximate length (need not be exact). 
 
 

  

Paper copy submitted at the class after the deadline (-5%) 
Paper copy or file submitted up to one week late (-10%) 
Discusses a concept other than the one assigned (-50%) 
Picks one of the passages mentioned in class and lecture notes, listed in the 
assignment information (-75%) 
 

 100 
Total 
 

 
 

Grading scale 
 

10 
possible 

20 
possible 

30 
possible 

 
Description 

10 20 30 Outstanding: multiple good thoughts, clear, well supported 
8 16 24 Good 
6 12 18 Sufficient, reasonable, adequate 
4 8 12 Mediocre: minimal, not quite correct, and/or weakly supported 
2 4 6 Poor: incorrect, misunderstood, poorly supported, but an attempt 
0 0 0 Absent: not addressed 
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Concept assignments: Anth 203.1 (Tu-Th 5:25-6:40) 
 

Alvarez, Vincent culture is integrated 
Arterberry, Sterling culture is adaptive 
Bacigalupi, Peter culture is naturalized 
Ball, Jonathan culture is arbitrary 
Barkasy, Daniela cultural construct 
Beisecker, Brett material culture 
Bonacci-Byron, Samuel ideal culture 
Borst, Cody ethnocentrism 
Boyer, Adriana culture shock 
Burns, Cara cultural relativism 
Burns, Emily culture is integrated 
Callahan, Sean culture is adaptive 
Campbell, Ashley culture is naturalized 
Carlton, Alexandra culture is arbitrary 
Carmine, Nicole cultural construct 
Cartier, Danielle material culture 
Castro, Tania ideal culture 
Cova, Nicholas ethnocentrism 
Daniel, Connor culture shock 
Dawson, Taylor cultural relativism 
Dickstein, Benjamin culture is integrated 
Dishman, Danielle culture is adaptive 
Donk, Lynn culture is naturalized 
Draheim, Kirk culture is arbitrary 
Eastin, Erinn cultural construct 
Elliott, Andrea material culture 
Elliott, Gabriella ideal culture 
Epstein, Jake ethnocentrism 
Flores, Melanie culture shock 
Flynn, Nolan cultural relativism 
Fontes, Megan culture is integrated 
Fortier, Simonne culture is adaptive 
Frerichs, Clinton culture is naturalized 
Garcia, Aracely culture is arbitrary 
Garcia, Perlita cultural construct 
Goldman, Victoria material culture 
Gonzalez, Jesus ideal culture 
Goodman, Anthony ethnocentrism 
Griffith, Mitchell culture shock 
Grimm, Victoria cultural relativism 
Grinsell, Jodi culture is integrated 
Gutierrez, Mitchell culture is adaptive 
Guzman, Rosa culture is naturalized 
Higgins, Emma culture is arbitrary 
Horowitz, Jacqueline cultural construct 
Hurd, Emily material culture 
Ivory, Stephanie ideal culture 
Jahn, Melinda ethnocentrism 
Jaurique, Alexandria culture shock 
Jefferis, Jonathan cultural relativism 
Jensen, Christopher culture is integrated 

Johns, Taylor culture is adaptive 
Kassab, Alexandria culture is naturalized 
Kraszewski, Eric culture is arbitrary 
Langford, Shani cultural construct 
Larson, Kelsey material culture 
Lawrence, Kevin ideal culture 
Levine, Amanda ethnocentrism 
Lujan, Jess culture shock 
Lund, Annika cultural relativism 
Lynch, Seamus culture is integrated 
Mackintosh, Michaelyn culture is adaptive 
Malkemus, Blake culture is naturalized 
Maslowski, Jenna culture is arbitrary 
Mclaughlin, Kelly cultural construct 
Mead, Adrienne material culture 
Meissen, Candice ideal culture 
Mertz, Alicia ethnocentrism 
Mervau, Savannah culture shock 
Minor, William cultural relativism 
Miyake, Meredith culture is integrated 
Mlynsky, Alyssa culture is adaptive 
Montalbano, Nicholas culture is naturalized 
Mowery, Natasha culture is arbitrary 
Nolan, Michael cultural construct 
Plank, Hillary material culture 
Rabines, Rafael ideal culture 
Ramirez, Frances ethnocentrism 
Ratliff, Sarah culture shock 
Reiner, Rachel cultural relativism 
Ripley, Kylie culture is integrated 
Roberts, Juliet culture is adaptive 
Rodriguez, Jessica culture is naturalized 
Sanders, Brandon culture is arbitrary 
Schaaphok, Katelynd cultural construct 
Shapiro, Jordan material culture 
Shavers, Tony ideal culture 
Shurtleff, Sean ethnocentrism 
Silbert, Jacob culture shock 
Sonstein, Raphael cultural relativism 
Stein, Eli culture is integrated 
Summa, Markus culture is adaptive 
Swader, Janelle culture is naturalized 
Town, Andrew culture is arbitrary 
Vangelos, Alex cultural construct 
Ward, Alicia material culture 
Watkins, Ashley ideal culture 
Wedeking, Tyler ethnocentrism 
Zbaraschuk, Zoei culture shock 

 


